Goodness-of-fit on F 1 -x,1-y,2-z; Figure S1 ). Reflections marked with an asterisk could not be further assigned. This impurity phase might account for the anomaly observed in the magnetochemical measurements.
Quantum Chemical Investigations

Calculation of Vibrational Spectra
Experimental vibrational spectra suffer either from small amounts of adhesive acid for the untreated sample, or from luminescent effects caused by adhesive hexane due to the washing process. IR and Raman frequencies were calculated within the harmonic approximation. Obtained normal modes were analyzed by the CRYSTAL's vibrational analysis tool and visual inspection and classified as stretching or bending modes (Table S13 and S14). To visualize the spectra, calculated IR intensities were fitted with Lorentzian functions using J-ICE ( Figure S9 and S10) [2] . . The highest intensity was arbitrarily set to 100% and all other intensities were scaled accordingly. Lorentzian line shape profiles were used to generate the spectra using J-ICE [2] . Figure S9 , where a convoluted spectrum is displayed with Lorentzian shape line broadening. A complete assignment of modes is listed in Table S13 . Stretching modes were found at larger wavenumbers, whereas bending modes predominate at smaller wavenumbers, thus lower energies. Below 550 cm -1 deformation modes of the Cu-O coordination octahedra are found, whereas δ(OSO), δ(OBO), and δ(SOB) are present up to around 900 cm Figure S10 . An assignment of all calculated modes is found in Table S13 . While bending and stretching modes are found in similar regimes as in the IR spectra, in contrast, Raman active υ(BO) and υ(SO) are mostly symmetric. . A complete assignment of all IR and Raman modes is listed in Table  S14 . , using the Sackur-Tetrode equation and translational energy at 298 K [4] , whereas the solvent free energy is ΔG (solv) (H + ) = -1087.00 kJ mol -1 (Scheme S1) [5] . *PBE/cc-pVTZ calculation of the chair conformation did not converge.
As the calculation of pKa values with DFT is known to be sensitive to the methodology [3] , for all pKa calculations two different density functionals were tested: the BP86 density functional [5] , together with the resolution of identity technique [6] , and the PBE0 [7] density functional were used in combination with the def2-TZVP basis set of triple-zeta quality in the case of BP86 [8] and the correlation-consistent cc-pVTZ basis set in the case of PBE0 [9] . For sake of comparison, the pKa values of sulfuric acid and silicic acid were also calculated. Although absolute pKa values differ between the two calculations, the same relative trend is observed: the borosulfate anion has a pKa that is in between that of a strong acid such as H2SO4 and that of Si(OH)4. 
Magnetochemical Investigation
